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The topic for this issue is any celestial body.

winter stars
how our solitude
unites us

Michael Stinson - USA

no moon -
the day lengthens
into starlight

Susan Constable - Canada 

starless night
I say my apology 
to the wind

Tiffany Shaw-Diaz - USA

quarter moon
the forgotten fragments
of her life

Martha Magenta - UK

cry of a crow
carving the silence
sickle moon

Lucia Fontana - Italy

balmy night
somewhere out there
my birth star

Pat Davis - USA



Sirius
the blue light
of my smartphone

Tia Haynes - USA

flashing neons
steal the stars . . .
sky of the city

Lucia Cadillo - Italy

full moon
the sharp edges
of your silence

Olivier Schopfer - Switzerland

she looks out 
the bedroom window
outline of Venus 

Steven Smolak - USA

hottest Thursday
so far
Mercury rising

Mark Gilbert - UK

waning moon . . .
a snowy owl
on the wing

Nancy Brady - USA



sun bleeding 
through clouds
frangipani blossoms

Marilyn Fleming - USA

pink sky
the rain falls
on another moon

Andy McLellan - UK

December -
little pieces of ice
under the star

Nazarena Rampini - Italy

filling
a window wreath
Christmas moon

Julie Warther - USA

Venus in winter
eclipse 
of an only daughter

Lee Nash - France 

Milky Way . . .
catching the rustle
of aspens

Theresa A. Cancro - USA



north star
a firefly's
all-nighter

Anna Cates - USA

on the wings     
of a raven
moonrise

Rachel Sutcliffe - UK

dust in a drawer
the star
I could have been

Adrian Bouter - Netherlands

misty moon . . .
stories our ancestors
didn't tell

Rebecca Drouilhet - USA

constellations 
winter wind blows away
the last stars 

Eufemia Griffo - Italy

running round in circles 
in search of haiku . . .
Saturn 

Ingrid Baluch - Uganda 



beggar's moon
just enough 
to get by

Michael H. Lester - USA

outdoor disco
watching the stars
shimmy

Hazel Hall - Australia 

steady shower
in the Mojave Desert . . .
meteors

Elinor Pihl Huggett - USA

wet street
a pothole cradles
the moon

Adjei Agyei-Baah - Ghana

night harvest
the chaff of stars
in Dad's hair

Debbie Strange - Canada

summer rain
Canis Major
lifts a leg

Jennifer Hambrick - USA



rendezvous
swirling in the night wine
a lone star

Celestine Nudanu - Ghana
                                                                                                                            
Halley's Comet . . . 
waiting for love
to return 

Valentina Ranaldi-Adams - USA

----------  In the Starlight  ----------

children's moon
the early onset
of adulthood 

Esther Rohm - USA
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